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Abstract

A video prediction model that generalizes to diverse
scenes would enable intelligent agents such as robots to
perform a variety of tasks via planning with the model.
However, while existing video prediction models have
produced promising results on small datasets, they suf-
fer from severe underfitting when trained on large and
diverse datasets. To address this underfitting challenge,
we first observe that the ability to train larger video
prediction models is often bottlenecked by the memory
constraints of GPUs or TPUs. In parallel, deep hierar-
chical latent variable models can produce higher quality
predictions by capturing the multi-level stochasticity of
future observations, but end-to-end optimization of such
models is notably difficult. Our key insight is that greedy
and modular optimization of hierarchical autoencoders
can simultaneously address both the memory constraints
and the optimization challenges of large-scale video pre-
diction. We introduce Greedy Hierarchical Variational
Autoencoders (GHVAEs), a method that learns high-
fidelity video predictions by greedily training each level
of a hierarchical autoencoder. In comparison to state-
of-the-art models, GHVAEs provide 17-55% gains in
prediction performance on four video datasets, a 35-
40% higher success rate on real robot tasks, and can
improve performance monotonically by simply adding
more modules. Visualization and more details are at
https: // sites. google. com/ view/ ghvae .

1. Introduction

A core aspect of intelligence is the ability to predict
the future. Indeed, if equipped with an accurate video
prediction model, an intelligent agent such as a robot
may be able to perform a variety of tasks using raw
pixel inputs. For example, algorithms such as visual
foresight [1] can leverage an action-conditioned video

† Equal advising and ordered alphabetically.

Figure 1: Greedy Hierarchical Variational Autoen-
coders (GHVAEs). Unlike traditional hierarchical varia-
tional autoencoders (VAEs), a GHVAE model trains each
encoder-decoder module greedily using the frozen weights
of the previously-trained modules. Greedy training circum-
vents fitting the entire model into memory and enables larger
models to be trained within the same GPU or TPU memory.
Further, greedy training improves the optimization stability
of such a hierarchical model by breaking the bidirectional
dependencies among individual latent variables. As a re-
sult, given the current image, xt, GHVAE predicts a more
accurate next image, x̂t+1, than a hierarchical VAE. Each
module is optimized sequentially, and all modules are used
at test time.

prediction model to plan a sequence of actions that ac-
complish the desired task objective. Importantly, such
video prediction models can in principle be trained with
broad, unlabeled datasets, and building methods that
can learn from large, diverse offline data is a recipe that
has seen substantial success in visual [2] and language [3]
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understanding. However, learning an accurate video
prediction model from large and diverse data remains
a significant challenge. The future visual observations
of the world are hierarchical [4], high-dimensional, and
uncertain, demanding the model to accurately repre-
sent the multi-level stochasticity of future pixels, which
can include both low-level features (e.g. the texture
of a table as it becomes unoccluded by an object) and
higher-level attributes (e.g. how an object will move
when touched), such as the top images in Fig. 1.

To capture the stochasticity of the future, prior works
have proposed a variety of stochastic latent variable
models [5, 6, 7]. While these methods generated rea-
sonable predictions for relatively small video prediction
datasets such as the BAIR robot pushing dataset [8],
they suffer from severe underfitting in larger datasets
in the face of practical GPU or TPU memory con-
straints [9]. On the other hand, while hierarchical vari-
ational autoencoders (VAEs) can in principle produce
higher-quality predictions by capturing multiple levels
of stochasticity, the bidirectional dependency between
individual hierarchical latent variables (higher-level vari-
ables influence the lower level and vice versa) potentially
creates an unsolved problem of optimization instability
as the number of hierarchical latent variables in the
network increases [10, 11].

The key insight of this work is that greedy and mod-
ular optimization of hierarchical autoencoders can si-
multaneously address both the memory constraints and
the optimization challenges of learning accurate large-
scale video prediction. On one hand, by circumventing
end-to-end training, greedy machine learning allows
sequential training of sub-modules of the entire video
prediction model, enabling much larger models to be
learned within the same amount of GPU or TPU mem-
ory. On the other hand, optimizing hierarchical VAEs
in a greedy and modular fashion breaks the bidirectional
dependency among individual latent variables. As a
result, these variables can remain stable throughout the
entire training process, resolving the typical instability
of training deep hierarchical VAEs.

With this key insight, this paper introduces Greedy
Hierarchical VAEs (“GHVAEs” hereafter) (Fig. 1)– a set
of local latent VAE modules that can be sequentially
stacked and trained in a greedy, module-by-module
fashion, leading to a deep hierarchical variational video
prediction model that in practice admits a stable op-
timization and in principle can scale to large video
datasets. As evaluated in Section 4, GHVAEs outper-
form state-of-the-art video prediction models by 17-55%
in FVD score [12] on four different datasets, and by 35-
40% success rate on two real robotic manipulation tasks
when used for planning. In addition, our empirical and

theoretical analyses find that GHVAE’s performance
can improve monotonically as the number of GHVAE
modules in the network increases. In summary, the core
contribution of this work is the use of greedy machine
learning to improve both the optimization stability and
the memory efficiency of hierarchical VAEs, leading to
significant gains in both large-scale video prediction
accuracy and real robotic task success rates.

2. Related Work

The Underfitting Challenge of Large-Scale
Video Prediction. Resolving the underfitting
challenge of large-scale video prediction can
lead to powerful generalization in visual fore-
sight [13, 14, 15, 16, 8, 1, 17, 18, 19, 20], which
performs model-based robotic control [21, 22, 23] via
action-conditioned video prediction [24, 25, 26, 27]. Ini-
tially, video prediction [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 11, 35]
has been tackled by a deterministic
model [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 30, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46].
VAEs were later adopted to model the stochasticity of
future visual observations [47, 5, 48, 49]. Nevertheless,
modeling the stochasticity of the real world using
a trajectory-based latent variable model leads to
blurry predictions inadvertently. This problem is
then addressed by two lines of orthogonal work–
VAE-GANs [6] and timestep-based latent variable
models [7]. While these methods resolve blurry
predictions in small-scale video datasets such as the
BAIR robot pushing dataset [8], they suffer from
severe underfitting in large-scale, multi-domain, or
multi-robot datasets, such as RoboNet [50] and
RoboTurk [51]. In parallel, Villegas et al. [9] validate
that higher model capacity leads to greater prediction
fidelity. This raises the question of how to learn larger
models to meet the underfitting challenge of large-scale
video prediction. On the other hand, Castrejon et
al. [11] apply dense connections to hierarchical VAEs to
address the optimization challenge of fitting hierarchical
variational video prediction models. While this work
outperforms the state-of-the-art in relatively small
video datasets, it was unable to scale its hierarchical
VAE up substantially due to deep optimization
problems [10, 11]. Other works have also attempted to
address the underfitting challenge of large-scale video
prediction through other angles. For example, one
line of work attempts to represent pixels as discrete
as opposed to continuous distributions [52, 53]. Other
works predict forward alternative quantities such as
object-centric representations [54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59]
and goal-centric representations [60]. Unlike these
approaches, our method scales to large real-world video
datasets without requiring additional inductive biases.
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Figure 2: Training procedure and architecture for a three-module GHVAE. In Stage 1, all first-module weights
(W1

enc,W
1
dec,W

1
prior,W

1
post) are trained end-to-end. In Stage 2, all weights from the first module are frozen and the second

module is trained. In Stage 3, all first and second-module weights are frozen, and only the third module is trained, so on and
so forth. The video prediction quality for xt+1 improves as more modules are added. The legends in the figure denote the four
components in each GHVAE module (encoder, decoder, prior, and posterior) and whether each component is frozen (tilted
red bars) or used only for training and not at test time (dashed as opposed to solid lines). To limit the number of spatial
dimensions that requires prediction from the prior network, only the prior and posterior in the final, Kth GHVAE module
are used. The action at is included in action-conditioned video prediction and excluded in action-free video prediction.

Greedy Machine Learning. Greedy machine
learning [61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66] was first introduced
to provide a good weight initialization for deep
networks to escape bad local optima during end-to-end
back-propagation. As originally proposed, each greedy
module of a deep network is stacked on top of the
preceding greedy module and trained locally based
on the features extracted from the preceding module.
Subsequently, greedy machine learning has been applied
to pre-training good feature extractors and stacked
autoencoders [67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72] for downstream
tasks in vision, sound, and language [73, 74, 75].
Trained via self-supervised learning, these feature
extractors and autoencoders excelled at capturing and
preserving time-invariant information in sequential
data such as videos. In contrast, we propose a video
prediction method that uses a hierarchy of latent
variables to explicitly model time-variant information
about the future. Finally, greedy training of generative
adversarial networks (GANs) is proposed to generate
high-quality, high-resolution single-images [76]. Unlike
these prior works, we propose a greedy approach
to training large-scale video prediction models that
simultaneously addresses the memory constraints and
the optimization challenges of hierarchical VAEs.

Hierarchical Variational Autoencoders. Hierar-
chical [77] and sequential VAEs [78] were recently in-
troduced to improve generative modeling in various

vision tasks such as video prediction [11] and image
generation [79]. They are known to have optimization
challenges [10], mainly due to the bidirectional depen-
dency among the individual latent variables. When op-
timized end-to-end, the hierarchical VAE needs to keep
each latent variable useful for the video prediction task
at hand throughout the entire training process, while
preserving the dependent relationships among these
variables simultaneously. To this end, previous works
introduced a variety of inductive biases such as dense
connections [11], ladder structures [80], bidirectional in-
ference [81], progressive lossy compression [82, 83], and
spectral regularization [79] to alleviate such optimiza-
tion difficulties specific to hierarchical VAEs. These
approaches have largely been successful in the context
of image generation, while we study the more difficult
video prediction problem. Unlike these approaches,
we propose a greedy training scheme that significantly
alleviates the optimization challenges of conditional
hierarchical VAEs.

3. Greedy Hierarchical VAEs (GHVAEs)

Overview. To develop an expressive yet stably
optimized video prediction model, we introduce Greedy
Hierarchical VAEs (Fig. 2), which are locally optimized
VAE modules that can be stacked together sequentially
to incrementally add capacity to the model. To
train a stack of modules without needing to fit the
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entire model into memory, each module is optimized
locally using the frozen weights of the previously-
trained modules. Concretely, a GHVAE model has
multiple GHVAE modules. Each GHVAE module
has four convolutional sub-networks: an encoder, a
decoder, a prior network, and a posterior inference
network. In the remainder of this section, we overview
mathematical notation, describe each of these model
components in detail, derive the training objective
for each module as a variational lower bound, and
theoretically analyze the implications of greedy training.

Notation. This paper uses K to denote the to-
tal number of GHVAE modules in the network,
Wk, k 2 [1,K] to denote the kth GHVAE module,
Wk = {Wk

enc,W
k
dec,W

k
prior,W

k
post} to denote the kth

module’s encoder, decoder, prior network, and posterior
inference network respectively, xt 2 X = R

H0
×W 0

×C0

to represent the RGB image observation (height H0,
width W 0, channel C0 = 3) at the current timestep t,

hk
t 2 Hk = R

Hk
×Wk

×Ck
H to denote the hidden variable

encoded by the kth module for the current timestep t,

zkt+1 2 Zk = R
Hk

×Wk
×Ck

Z to denote the kth stochastic
latent variable used to explicitly model the stochasticity
of the future observation at timestep t+ 1, at 2 A to
denote the agent’s action at the current timestep t in
the case of action-conditioned video prediction, and
T to denote the model’s roll-out horizon during training.

Encoder. Shown as grey downward arrows in Fig. 2,
the K encoders in a GHVAE model incrementally map
from xt to hK

t and serve as part of both the VAE
model and the posterior inference network. For the
encoder design, it is important to recall that VAEs
treat each dimension of a stochastic latent variable
as independent (i.e. the mean-field approximation).
However, convolutional embeddings of images contain
significant spatial correlations due to the low frequency
of natural images, violating this approximation.
To mitigate this challenge, we design the encoder
architecture to incrementally compress the spatial
dimensions of the embeddings while simultaneously
significantly expanding the channel dimensions of the
embeddings. This allows the model, at its deepest
layer, to store plenty of information (including spatial
information) without strongly-correlated dimensions.
Concretely, the kth encoder Wk

enc maps from hk−1
t to

hk
t (except for the first encoder W0

enc, which maps xt

to h1
t ), and incrementally compresses the height and

width, Hk < Hk−1, W k < W k−1, while expanding the
channels Ck

H > Ck−1
H .

Decoder. Shown as blue arrows in Fig. 2, the K

decoders in a GHVAE model incrementally map from
the deepest stochastic latent variable zKt+1 back to xt+1

to predict the next image. Since encoding significant
information in stochastic latent variables is difficult,
we aim to allow the stochastic latent variables to
only capture new information about the future that
is absent from the past. In other words, any partial
information of the future that exists in hk

t does not
need to be predicted and thus should not be contained
in zkt+1. Hence, the decoder in the deepest latent
space, WK

dec, takes as input both hK
t and the posterior

latent variable zKt+1, so that the network can borrow
information directly from the past. Similarly, each
decoder Wk

dec 2 {W1
dec . . .W

K−1
dec } takes as input both

hk
t and hk+1

t+1 and predicts hk
t+1 (except for W1

dec, which
predicts xt+1). Mirroring the encoders, these decoders
incrementally expand the height and width, while
compressing the channels.

Prior Network. Shown as green arrows in Fig. 2,
the prior network Wk

prior maps hk
t and at to the mean

and variance of a diagonal Gaussian distribution for
zkt+1 to model the stochasticity of future observations.
The prior network is recurrent-convolutional and used
both at train and test time. Empirically, using all
K stochastic latent variables z1t+1 . . . z

K
t+1 leads to

excessive stochasticity and degrades performance as the
number of GHVAE modules increases. Therefore, one
key design choice is that while a K-module GHVAE
uses all K stochastic latent variables during training
(i.e., z1...Kt+1 , one for each module) to sequentially learn
the multi-level stochasticity of future observations,
only the latent variable at the deepest level, zKt+1, is
used at test time and requires prediction from the prior
network. This greedy training strategy allows each
decoder to propagate uncertainty from the deepest
layer to the shallower layers, and ultimately back to the
pixel space. As a result, GHVAEs can implicitly model
the multi-level stochasticity of future observations
without explicitly using multiple stochastic latent
variables at test time, and can maximally compress
the latent space spatially module-by-module such
that hK

t and zKt+1 contain as few spatial dimensions
as possible. Because the deepest encoder will have
the fewest spatial dimensions, the only stochastic la-
tent variable zKt+1 will have the least spatial correlations.

Posterior Inference Network. Although the
encoder and decoder have minimized spatial dimensions
in the deepest hidden layer hK , the encoding process
has produced a high channel dimension CK

H for hK .
To improve the quality of prediction by the prior
network, the channels in hK may need to be downsized
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to reduce the required output dimensions of the prior
network. Hence, shown as brown arrows in Fig. 2, the
posterior inference network maps the current module’s
hidden variable hk

t+1 to the mean and variance of a
diagonal Gaussian distribution over the stochastic
latent variable zkt+1. When modules are added, a new
posterior inference network and a new prior network
for the new latent space are trained based on the latest
module’s representation. zkt+1 is a posterior latent
variable, since both hk

t+1 and zkt+1 are encoded from
the ground truth future observation xt+1 as opposed
to the predicted next observation. For this reason, the
recurrent-convolutional posterior network is only avail-
able at train time and not used for inference at test time.

Optimization. In this section, we use pk to denote the
VAE model and qk to denote the variational distribution.
The encoder, the decoder, and the prior network are
all part of the model pk, and both the encoder and the
posterior inference network are part of qk. The training
process of a K-module GHVAE model is split into K

training phases, and only the kth GHVAE module is
trained during phase k, where k 2 [1,K]. GHVAE’s
training objective for the kth module is:

max
Wk

T−1
X

t=0

Lk
greedy(xt+1) (1)

where Lk
greedy(xt+1) is GHVAE’s Evidence Lower-

Bound (ELBO) with respect to the current module
Wk at timestep t+ 1:

Lk
greedy(xt+1) = Eqk(zk

t+1
|xt+1)[log p

k(xt+1 | xt, z
k
t+1)]

�DKL

✓

qk(zkt+1 | xt+1) k pk(zkt+1|xt, at)

◆

(2)

where pk ⌘ p
W1∗...k−1∗,k

enc,dec,prior

, qk ⌘ q
W1∗...k−1∗,k

enc,post

, and

W1∗...k−1∗ are the frozen, greedily trained weights of
all preceding GHVAE modules.

To improve training stability, we use a fixed standard
deviation for the posterior latent variable distribution
qk(zkt+1 | xt+1) in the KL divergence term in Eq. 2.

Theoretical Guarantees. GHVAE’s ELBO manifests
two theoretical guarantees.
1) ELBO Validity: Sequentially optimizing each GH-
VAE module in the network is equivalent to maximiz-
ing a lower-bound of the ELBO for training all GH-
VAE modules end-to-end. This suggests that GHVAE’s
ELBO is valid :

Theorem 1 (ELBO Validity) For any k 2 Z
+ and

any set of frozen, greedily or end-to-end trained weights

W1∗...k−1∗ ,

log p(xt+1) � max
W1...k−1,k

Lk
e2e(xt+1)

� max
Wk

Lk
greedy(xt+1) (3)

where Lk
e2e(xt+1) is GHVAE’s ELBO for timestep

t + 1 when optimized end-to-end. More formally,
Lk
e2e(xt+1) is Lk

greedy(xt+1) in Eq. 2, except that the

VAE model pk ⌘ pW1...k−1,k

enc,dec,prior

and the variational

distribution qk ⌘ qW1...k−1,k
enc,post

.

2) Monotonic Improvement: Adding more modules
can only raise (as opposed to lower) GHVAE’s ELBO,
which justifies and motivates maximizing the number
of modules in a GHVAE model:

Theorem 2 (Monotonic Improvement) For any
k 2 Z

+ and any set of frozen, greedily or end-to-end
trained weights W1∗...k−1∗ ,

log p(xt+1) � Lk
greedy(xt+1;W

1∗...k−1∗)

� Lk−1(xt+1;W
1∗...k−1∗) (4)

where Lk−1 2 {Lk−1
greedy,L

k−1
e2e } and Lk

greedy is initial-

ized with the weights W1∗...k−1∗ . Further details of the
GHVAE method and mathematical proofs for these two
theorems are in Appendix A and C respectively.

4. Experimental Evaluation and Analysis

We conduct video prediction and real robot experi-
ments to answer six key questions about GHVAEs: 1)
How do GHVAEs compare to state-of-the-art models in
video prediction? 2) Can GHVAEs achieve monotonic
improvement in video prediction accuracy by simply
adding more modules, as Theorem 2 suggests? 3)
Does training a GHVAE model end-to-end outperform
training greedily per module, as Theorem 1 suggests?
4) Does the high expressivity of GHVAEs cause
overfitting during training? 5) How important is the
learned prior network to GHVAEs’ performance? 6)
Does the high expressivity of GHVAEs improve real
robot performance? Visualizations and videos are at
https://sites.google.com/view/ghvae, and more
qualitative results are in Appendix B.

Video Prediction Performance. To answer the
first question, this paper evaluates video prediction
methods across five metrics: Fréchet Video Distance
(FVD) [12], Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM),
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Table 1: GHVAE vs. SVG’ video prediction test performance (mean ± standard error). GHVAE outperforms SVG’ on all
datasets across all metrics. “Human” denotes human preferences between the two methods.

Dataset Method
Video Prediction Test Performance

FVD ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ Human

RoboNet
GHVAEs 95.2±2.6 24.7±0.2 89.1±0.4 0.036±0.001 92.0%
SVG’ [9] 123.2±2.6 23.9±0.1 87.8±0.3 0.060±0.008 8.0%

KITTI
GHVAEs 552.9±21.2 15.8±0.1 51.2±2.4 0.286±0.015 93.3%
SVG’ [9] 1217.3 [9] 15.0 [9] 41.9 [9] 0.327±0.003 6.7%

Human3.6M
GHVAEs 355.2±2.9 26.7±0.2 94.6±0.5 0.018±0.002 86.6%
SVG’ [9] 429.9 [9] 23.8 [9] 88.9 [9] 0.028±0.006 13.4%

Table 2: GHVAE vs. Hier-VRNN test performance on
CityScapes (mean ± standard error). All convolutional
layers in the 6-module GHVAE are downsized by 40% to fit
into 16GB GPU memory for fair comparison.

Method FVD ↓ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓

GHVAEs 418.0±5.0 74.0±0.4 0.193±0.014
Hier-VRNN [11] 567.5 [11] 62.8 [11] 0.264 [11]

Peak Signal-to-noise Ratio (PSNR), Learned Percep-
tual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) [84], and human
preference. FVD and human preference both measure
overall visual quality and temporal coherence without
reference to the ground truth video. PSNR, SSIM,
and LPIPS measure similarity to the ground-truth in
different spaces, with LPIPS most accurately represent-
ing human perceptual similarity. To stress-test each
method’s ability to learn from large and diverse offline
video datasets, we use four datasets: RoboNet [50] to
measure prediction of object interactions, KITTI [85]
and Cityscapes [86] to evaluate the ability to handle
partial observability, and Human3.6M [87] to assess
prediction of structured motion. This paper compares
GHVAEs to SVG’ [7, 9] and Hier-VRNN [11], which
are two state-of-the-art prior methods that use non-
hierarchical and hierarchical VAEs respectively. While
SAVP [6] is another prior method, we empirically found
that SAVP underperforms SVG’ on these datasets, and
therefore omitted SAVP results for simplicity. All met-
rics are summarized via the mean and standard error
over videos in the test set.

For SVG’ in particular, this paper compares to
“SVG’ (M=3, K=5)” [9], which is the largest and best-
performing SVG’ model that Villegas et al. [9] evaluate
and the largest version of SVG’ that can fit into a 24GB
GPU with a batch size of 32. SVG’ (M=3, K=5) has
3x larger convolutional LSTMs and 5x larger encoder
and decoder convolutional networks compared to the
original SVG [7] and significantly outperforms the origi-
nal SVG by 40-60% in FVD scores [9]. Since Villegas et
al. [9] reported the FVD, SSIM, and PSNR performance
of “SVG’ (M=3, K=5)” on KITTI and Human3.6M, we

Table 3: Ablation 1: GHVAEs improve monotonically from
2, to 4, and to 6 modules when greedily optimized.

# of RoboNet Video Prediction Test Performance
Modules FVD # PSNR " SSIM " LPIPS #

6 95.2±2.6 24.7±0.2 89.1±0.4 0.036±0.001
4 151.2±2.3 24.2±0.1 87.5±0.4 0.059±0.006
2 292.4±11.1 23.5±0.2 86.4±0.2 0.106±0.010

directly compare to their results using the same eval-
uation methodology. For RoboNet and for evaluating
LPIPS and human preference, we re-implement SVG’
and report the corresponding performance. In Table 1,
the 6-module GHVAE model outperforms SVG’ across
all three datasets across all metrics. Most saliently, we
see a 17-55% improvement in FVD score and a 13-45%
improvement in LPIPS. Further, we see that humans
prefer predictions from the GHVAE model more than
85% of the time.

To compare to Hier-VRNN [11], we use the
Cityscapes driving dataset [86]. Since Castrejon et
al. [11] already report FVD, SSIM, and LPIPS perfor-
mance on Cityscapes, we directly compare against these
results using the same evaluation setting. Table 2 indi-
cates that GHVAEs outperform Hier-VRNN by 26% in
FVD, 18% in SSIM, and 27% in LPIPS for Cityscapes
when the number of modules reaches six.

These results indicate that GHVAEs significantly
outperform state-of-the-art video prediction models, in-
cluding hierarchical and non-hierarchical models. The
strong performance of GHVAEs mainly originates from
the capacity to learn larger models with a stable op-
timization within the same amount of GPU or TPU
memory. For example, even though both GHVAE and
SVG’ consume 24GB of memory during training, GH-
VAE contains 599 million parameters while SVG’ has
298 million. Next, we perform several ablations to bet-
ter understand the good performance of GHVAEs.

Ablation 1: Monotonic Improvement and
Scalability of GHVAEs. Given that GHVAEs
can be stacked sequentially, it becomes important
to determine whether GHVAEs can achieve mono-
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Table 4: Ablation 2: On RoboNet, GHVAEs perform better
when optimized greedily than when trained end-to-end.

Optimization
RoboNet Video Prediction Test Performance
FVD # PSNR " SSIM " LPIPS #

End-to-end Training 509.9±6.2 21.2±0.3 83.5±1.0 0.148±0.004
Greedy Training 95.2±2.6 24.7±0.2 89.1±0.4 0.036±0.001

Greedy Training +
91.1±3.1 25.0±0.2 89.5±0.5 0.032±0.003

End-to-End Fine-tuning

tonic improvement by simply adding more GHVAE
modules, as suggested by Theorem 2. We observe
in Table 3 that increasing the number of GHVAE
modules from 2, to 4, to eventually 6 improves
performance across all metrics. These results vali-
date Theorem 2 and suggest that greedily adding
more modules increases performance monotonically in
practice and enables GHVAEs to scale to large datasets.

Ablation 2: Greedy vs. End-to-End Opti-
mization of GHVAEs. End-to-end learning is
conventionally preferred over greedy training when
GPU or TPU memory constraints are loose. To
examine whether this pattern also holds for GHVAEs,
we trained a 6-module GHVAE model end-to-end
using two 48GB GPUs (since the end-to-end model
does not fit in 24GB GPUs) across five separate trials.
In addition, we conducted a second experiment in
which we fine-tune the greedily trained GHVAE model
end-to-end using two 48GB GPUs. We found in Table 4
that the model was unable to converge to any good
performance in any single run compared to the greedy
setting. Qualitatively, when optimized end-to-end,
GHVAE models need to update each module to
improve video prediction quality while preserving the
interdependency among individual hidden variables
simultaneously, which can lead to optimization
difficulties [10]. Even if GHVAEs can be optimized
end-to-end, limited GPU or TPU memory capacity
will still make it infeasible to train as the number
of modules grows beyond six. However, end-to-end
fine-tuning does lead to minor performance gains as
indicated by row “GHVAEs (End-to-End Fine-Tuning,
Abl. 2)”. These two experiments imply that greedy
training of GHVAEs leads to higher optimization
stability than end-to-end training from scratch. They
also indicate that end-to-end training of GHVAE can
outperform greedy training as suggested by Theorem 1,
so long as the GHVAE model is first pre-trained greedily.

Ablation 3: Train-Test Comparison for GH-
VAEs. Since GHVAEs aim to tackle the underfitting
challenge of large-scale video prediction, we now
study whether GHVAEs have started to overfit to
the training data. We observe in Table 5 that for

Table 5: Ablation 3: Train vs. test performance for a 6-
module GHVAE. We observe slight overfitting in all datasets
except RoboNet.

Dataset
Train Video Prediction Performance
/ Test FVD # PSNR " SSIM " LPIPS #

RoboNet
Train 94.4±3.9 24.9±0.3 89.3±0.7 0.036±0.002
Test 95.2±2.6 24.7±0.2 89.1±0.4 0.036±0.001

KITTI
Train 453.5±12.5 19.4±0.2 61.4±1.6 0.209±0.006
Test 552.9±21.2 15.8±0.1 51.2±2.4 0.286±0.015

Human Train 258.9±6.8 28.6±0.3 96.4±0.1 0.015±0.002
3.6M Test 355.2±2.9 26.7±0.2 94.6±0.5 0.018±0.002

Cityscapes
Train 401.8±5.4 25.2±0.1 74.9±0.1 0.194±0.006
Test 418.0±5.0 25.0±0.1 74.0±0.4 0.193±0.014

Table 6: Ablation 4: Using a learned prior in GHVAEs
substantially outperforms a uniform prior particularly in
action-conditioned video prediction.

Dataset
Learned / Video Prediction Test Performance
Uniform FVD # PSNR " SSIM " LPIPS #

RoboNet
Learned 95.2±2.6 24.7±0.2 89.1±0.4 0.036±0.001
Uniform 281.4±1.6 22.1±0.3 85.0±0.4 0.58±0.007

KITTI
Learned 552.9±21.2 15.8±0.1 51.2±2.4 0.286±0.015
Uniform 823.3±12.0 13.0±0.2 46.9±0.3 0.291±0.005

Human Learned 355.2±2.9 26.7±0.2 94.6±0.5 0.018±0.002
3.6M Uniform 391.6±11.1 26.3±0.3 93.0±0.3 0.021±0.002

Cityscapes
Learned 418.0±5.0 25.0±0.1 74.0±0.4 0.193±0.014
Uniform 495.2±1.8 24.7±0.1 69.1±0.4 0.220±0.005

RoboNet, a 6-module GHVAE’s training performance
is similar to its test performance across all four metrics,
implying little overfitting. For KITTI, Human3.6M,
and Cityscapes, we observe that train performance
is better than test performance across most metrics,
indicating some overfitting. We hypothesize that this
is due to the smaller sizes of these three datasets
compared to RoboNet, and, for Human3.6M, because
the test set corresponds to two unseen human subjects.

Ablation 4: Performance Contribution of
Learned Prior. One of GHVAEs’ insights is to
predict forward the stochastic latent variable only at
the deepest layer. Therefore, it may be important to
quantify the contribution of the learned prior network
to the overall performance. We observe in Table 6 that
using a learned prior significantly outperforms using
a uniform diagonal Gaussian prior particularly for
action-conditioned datasets. We hypothesize that this
is because a learned prior contains information about
the action while a uniform prior does not.

Real Robot Performance. Finally, we evaluate
whether improved video prediction performance trans-
lates to greater success on downstream tasks. We
consider two manipulation tasks: Pick&Wipe and
Pick&Sweep on a Franka Emika Panda robot arm.
Concretely, each method is given a small, autonomously
collected training dataset of 5000 videos of random robot
interactions with diverse objects such as those in the
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(a) Train: Random Interaction (b) Test: Unseen Objects

Figure 3: Real Robot Experimental Setup. The
Franka robot is equipped with a 45

� black RGB camera.
We pre-train each model on RoboNet and fine-tune on an
autonomously collected dataset of 5000 videos of the robot’s
random interactions with objects in the bin (Fig. 4a). Using
the trained GHVAE video prediction model, the Franka
robot is tested across two tasks: Pick&Wipe (top and bot-
tom left of bin in Fig. 4b) and Pick&Sweep (top and bottom
right of bin in Fig. 4b). All tasks are evaluated on objects,
tools, and containers never seen during training.

dark-grey tabletop bin in Fig. 4a. At test time, to
measure generalization, all objects, tools, and contain-
ers used are never seen during training. Empirically,
training directly on this small 5000-video dataset leads
to poor generalization to novel objects at test time
for all methods. Thus, to enable better generalization,
all networks are first pretrained on RoboNet [50] and
subsequently fine-tuned on this 5000-video dataset. In
both tasks, the robot is given a single 64⇥64 RGB goal
image to indicate the task goal, with no hand-designed
rewards provided. The model rollout horizon for each
video prediction method is 10, with two prior context
frames and a sequence of 10 future actions provided
as input. All real-robot results are evaluated across
20 trials. For planning, we perform random shooting
(details in Appendix B) with a 4-dimensional action
space, which contains three scalars for the [x, y, z] end-
effector translation and one binary scalar for opening
vs. closing its parallel-jaw gripper.

In the first Pick&Wipe task, the robot needs to
pick a wiping tool (e.g. sponge, table cloth, etc.) up
and wipe all objects off the plate using the wiping tool.
The task is successful if the robot picks the wiping tool
up and wipe all objects off the plate using the wiping
tool within 50 timesteps. In the second Pick&Sweep
task, the robot is required to pick a sweeping tool (e.g.
dustpan sweeper, table cloth, or sponge, etc.) up and
sweep an object into the dustpan. The task is successful
if the target object is swept into the dustpan within 50

Table 7: GHVAE vs. SVG’ real robot performance

Method
Test Task Success Rate

Pick&Wipe Tasks Pick&Sweep Tasks
GHVAEs 90.0% 85.0%

SVG’ 50.0% 50.0%

timesteps. At the beginning of each task, the wiping or
sweeping tool is not yet in the robot’s gripper, which
makes the tasks more difficult. Table 7 reveals that a 6-
Module GHVAE model outperforms SVG’ by 40% and
35% in success rate for Pick&Wipe and Pick&Sweep
respectively. For Pick&Wipe, SVG’ produces blurry
predictions especially when the robot and the plate over-
lap in the image. This reduces SVG’s ability to predict
the best action sequence for wiping objects off the plate.
In contrast, GHVAE empirically produces accurate pre-
dictions of the robot’s motion and the position of the
wiping tool and the objects. For Pick&Sweep, SVG’
has difficulty predicting the movement of the object
during the robot’s sweeping motion, leading to more
frequent task failures. In contrast, GHVAE predicts
plausible robot sweep motions and object movements,
reaching an 85% success rate. These results indicate
that GHVAEs not only lead to better video prediction
performance but that they lead to better downstream
performance on real robotic manipulation tasks.

5. Conclusion

This paper introduces Greedy Hierarchical VAEs
(GHVAEs), which are local VAE modules that can
be stacked sequentially and optimized greedily to con-
struct an expressive yet stably optimized hierarchical
variational video prediction model. This method sig-
nificantly outperforms state-of-the-art hierarchical and
non-hierarchical video prediction methods by 17-55%
in FVD score across four video datasets and by 35-40%
in real-robot task success rate. Furthermore, GHVAE
achieves monotonic improvement by simply stacking
more modules. By addressing the underfitting challenge
of large-scale video prediction, this work makes it pos-
sible for intelligent agents such as robots to learn from
large-scale offline video datasets and generalize across
a wide range of complex visuomotor tasks through ac-
curate visual foresight.

While GHVAEs exhibit monotonic improvement, ex-
perimenting with GHVAEs beyond six modules is an
important direction for future work to better under-
stand the full potential of this method. On the other
hand, leveraging this method to enable robotic agents
to learn much harder and longer-horizon manipulation
and navigation tasks is also an important future direc-
tion. Finally, it would be interesting to explore the use
of GHVAEs for other generative modeling problems.
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